
Design of basal reinforced piled 
embankments
Many analytical design models for the design of
piled embankments distinguish two calculation
steps. Step 1 is the arching behaviour in the fill.
This “arching step” divides the total vertical load
into two parts: load part A, and the ‘rest load’ (B+C
in figure 1). Load part A, also called the ‘arching’,
is the part of the load that is transferred to the
piles directly. 
Calculation step 2 describes the load-deflection
behaviour of the geosynthetic reinforcement (GR)
(see figure 1). In this calculation step, the ‘rest
load’ is applied to the GR strip between each two
adjacent piles, and the GR strain is calculated. 
An implicit result of step 2 is that the ‘rest load’ is
further divided into load part B, which goes
through the GR to the piles, and part C, resting on
the subsoil, as indicated in figure 1.
This paper focuses on calculation step 1 only and
thus on the determination of the load distribution
in the load transfer platform. The two most inte-
resting results of the arching step are:
1. The calculated value for the arching A (kN/pile)
2. The load distribution of B+C (kN/pile)

Van Eekelen et al. (2012a, b and 2013a, b) showed
that introducing a GR in a piled embankment 
results in a more efficient transfer of load to the
piles in the form of an arching mechanism. The
load B+C is then concentrated on the GR strips 
between each two adjacent piles, and the load 
distribution on these strips approaches the inver-
sed triangular shape, as shown in figure 1 (right
hand side of the figure). 
The concentration of load on the strips between
the piles is only found for GR basal reinforced piled
embankments, not for piled embankments 
without GR. Therefore, it is necessary to make 
a distinction between arching models for piled
embankment with and without GR. This paper 
focuses on GR reinforced piled embankments only.

Equilibrium models describing arching
In equilibrium models, an imaginary limit-state
stress-arch is assumed to appear above the void 
(in this case the GR) between stiff elements. In the
3D situation these stiff elements are piles, in the
2D situation they are walls. The pressure on the GR
is calculated by considering the equilibrium of the
arch. In most models, the arch has a thickness. 

The model of Hewlett and Randolph (1988, see 
figure 2) is adopted in the French ASIRI guideline
(2012) and suggested in BS8006 (2010) as an 
alternative for the originally empirical model in
BS8006. Another frequently applied equilibrium
model is the model of Zaeske (2001, also descri-
bed in Kempfert, 2004). See figure 3. This model
is adopted in the German EBGEO (2010) and the
Dutch CUR226 (2010), and is hereafter called
EBGEO. Both models are further explained in Van
Eekelen and Bezuijen (2013c) and calculate the
pressure on the subsurface below the arches in one
point. They then assume that this pressure is 
the same everywhere between the piles, resulting
in an equally distributed pressure on the GR. 

Figure 4 shows a new model, which is the concen-
tric arches model presented by Van Eekelen et al.
(2013b). It is an extension of Zaeske (2001) and
Hewlett and Randolph (1988). 

Concentric Arches
In the concentric arches model, 3D concentric 
arches (hemispheres) occur above the square 
between each four piles (Figure 4). These hemis-
pheres exert part of the load to their subsurface,
the GR square between the four piles. The rest of
the  load is transported laterally in the direction of 
the GR strips. The load is then further transported
along the 2D arches, in the direction of the pile
caps. The 2D arches also exert part of the load 
to their subsurface (the GR strips). Thus, both the
3D hemispheres and the 2D arches exert a load on
its GR subsurface, and this exerted force increases
towards the exterior. The part of the load not 
resting on the GR is the load on the piles (arching A). 
Following Hewlett and Randolph (1988), the radial
stress !r and tangential stress !
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Figure 1 – Calculating the geosynthetic reinforcement (GR) strain comprises two calculation steps.
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Abstract
Several analytical models are available for describing arching in basal reinforced
piled embankments. Between them are limit state equilibrium models. Two of
them are frequently applied in Europe. One of them is the model of Zaeske (2001).
The other model is the model of Hewlett and Randolph (1988). This paper consi-

ders these two models along with a new model: the Concentric Arches Model 
(Van Eekelen et al. 2013b). This model is an extension of the first two models. 
The paper gives a graphical presentation of the three models and validates them
with numerical calculations and field measurements.
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Figure 5 – Concentric Arches model: 
resulting load distribution (kPa) for 
the Woerden case of figure 7a. 

and 3D arches are calculated by assuming radial
equilibrium of the crown element and assuming
that:
– The principal stresses follow the arches with !

"

the major principal stress and !r the minor princi-
pal stress. 
– The arches are in a nearly-plastic situation: 

Where Kp (-) is the Rankine passive earth pressure
coefficient and # (o) is the friction angle. The 
forces exerted on the subsurface (the GR) are 
calculated by integrating the tangential stress 
over the GR area. This is fully elaborated and 
presented in Van Eekelen et al. (2013b). The resul-
ting load distribution in figure 5 shows that the
load is indeed concentrated on the GR strips, and
the load distribution on the GR strips indeed 
approaches the inversed triangular load distribu-
tion found earlier in model tests, numerical analy-
sis and field measurements (Van Eekelen et al.,
2012a, b and 2013a).

Results and discussion
Both Hewlett and Randolph (1988) and Zaeske
(2001) determine the pressure exerted on the GR
at the central point between four piles only. They
continue with assuming that the entire GR area is
loaded with this pressure, thus resulting in an
equally distributed load on the GR. The concentric
arches model, however, gives a load distribution
that resembles the observed load distribution: 
a concentration on the GR strips between adjacent
piles, and approximately an inversed triangular
load distribution on the GR strips.

Hewlett and Randolph (1988) and Zaeske (2001)
compared their analytical model with measure-

Figure 3 –
Zaeske (2001) 
considers the 
equilibrium of 
the crown 
elements of 
the 3D 
concentric 
scales.

Figure 4 –
Van Eekelen et al.
(2013b), the new
concentric arches
model. The load 
is transferred 
along the 3D 
hemispheres 
towards the 
GR strips and 
then via the 
2D arches 
towards the 
pile caps.

Figure 2 – Hewlett & Randolph (1988) consider the ‘crown’ element of the 3D hemisphere,
resulting in Acrown and the ‘toe’ element (just above the pile cap) of the plane strain arch, 
resulting in Atoe, as indicated in this figure. The lowest A is normative.
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ments in scaled model tests without GR. Since we
consider models to design the GR, and since the
application of GR has a large influence on the 
arching mechanism, it would be better to compare
with measurements in situations with GR. 
Figure 6 compares results of the considered 
analytical models with numerical calculations of 
Le Hello et al. (2009) and figure 7 with two cases
of field measurements (Van Eekelen et al., 2012c
and Van Duijnen et al., 2010). In these figures 
H (m) is the embankment height, a (m) the 
(equi-valent) width square pile cap, d (m) the 
(equi-valent) diameter of circular pile cap, sx and
sy (m) the centre-to-centre distance of the piles
along and across the road, sd (m) the diagonal 
centre-to-centre distance piles, $ (kN/m3) the 
unit fill weight, p (kPa) the surcharge load and 
# (o) the friction angle. 

The figures, as well as most other comparisons 
in Van Eekelen et al. (2013b), show that the 
concentric arch model agrees best with the nume-
rical calculations, and most measurements in the
scaled model tests. For the considered field test,
the model of Zaeske and the new concentric 
arches model give comparable good results. It
should be noted, that the measured arching A 
during the passage of the design load in Houten
was higher than predicted with any of the analy-
tical models, giving a safe design. 

Conclusions
It is important to make a distinction between 
models for piled embankments with or without 
geosynthetic basal reinforced (GR). In the case
with GR, the load is concentrated on the GR strips
between the piles (and the piles), and the load 
distribution on the GR strips is inverse triangular.
This paper deals with the situation with GR.
The models of Hewlett and Randolph (1988) 
as well as Zaeske (2001) result in an equally distri-
buted load on the GR between the piles. The 

concentric arches model (Van Eekelen et al.
2013b) finds a load concentration on the GR strips, 
and approximately an inversed triangular load 
distribution on those GR strips. This is more in 
accordance with observations in scaled model
tests, numerical analysis and field measurements.
The considered numerical calculations agree best
with the concentric arches model. Measurements
in the field agree equally well with the concentric
arches model and the model of Zaeske (2001).
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Figure 6 – Variation of embankment height H,
comparison analytical models with numerical 
calculations of Le Hello et al. (2009).

Figure 7 – Comparison calculated arching A with field measurements: (a) highway  exit  Woerden, 
Netherlands (Van Eekelen et al., 2012c) and (b) a railway in Houten, Netherlands (Van Duijnen et al., 2010).
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